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Evolutionary Theory

Foundations



Fundamental Evolutionary 
questions?

• Why is there life-like dynamics on earth?

• Why are organisms so diverse?

• Why are organisms so complex?

• What is the relationship or organismal to 
ecological structure?

• What is the relationship of genetic information to 
learned information?

• When does cultural evolution outpace genetic 
evolution?

• Is “self-awareness” inevitable?





What is Evolutionary Theory?

• A Physics like theory searching for Laws?

• A Statistical/Inferential Theory like Bayesian 
learning or approximate dynamic 
programming?

• An algorithmic/computational theory?

• A narrative, historical description of life on 
earth structured by a plot called natural 
selection.
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The Darwinian Polynucleotide Machine
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Assumptions
• Biochemistry/physiology is capable of 

storing information in compact, localized, & 
predictive structures (individuality).

• Individuals tend to decay and hence achieve 
persistence through replication.

• Individuals possess features that are 
constructed (develop)  to promote 
persistence and decay of self & others 
(adaptations).

• Individuals are capable of sharing adaptive 
information (recombination, sex etc).



• Population genetics/
neutral theory

• Quantitative genetics

• Quasispecies theory

• Game theory

• Hierarchical & Kin 
Selection (Price 
equation)

• Adaptive Dynamics

• Phylogenetic 
reconstruction/inference

• Evolutionary ecology 
(macro, biogeography 
etc)

• Niche Construction

Evolutionary Theory
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Evolutionary Game Theory: 
Frequency dependent Replicator Equation
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Evolutionary Game Theory: 
Frequency dependent Replicator Equation
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Freq-dep Replicator 
Equation & Bayesian 

Inference
An Insight by Cosma Shalizi
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FIG. 3. The iterative buildup of sequence space, starting with one position. Each additional position requires a doubling of the former diagram
and to connect corresponding points in both diagrams (which represent nearest neighbors). The final hypercube of dimension v contains as
subspaces ( )2,k hypercubes of dimension k.

space concept to evolution requires the introduction of a
value topography. Value landscapes have rugged fractal
structures, causing populations to accumulate on ridges and
peaks in the mountainous regions (12, 13), which is the deeper
reason for the metric nonuniformity commonly found in
comparative sequence analysis.

Statistical Geometry

Statistical geometry as such can be exemplified with mere
distance relationships. Two sequences define one distance;
three can always be fitted into a tripod diagram, because they
yield three explicit equations for the three unknown seg-
ments. The tripod, however, may be unrealistic, because the
precursor, the tripodal node, may not have existed. The truth
then emerges by adding a fourth sequence. Four sequences
define six distances and hence match a diagram that, in
general, has six segments, as shown in Fig. 4a. The three
types of segments can be obtained from

AB + CD = a + b + c + d + 2x = S (small)

AC + BD = a + b + c + d + 2y = M (medium)

AD + BC = a + b + c + d + 2x + 2y = L (large),

as 2x = L - M, 2y = L - S, and a + b + c + d = S + M
- L.
The diagram reduces to an ideal bundle if both x and y are

zero and to a tree-like dendrogram, with finite branching
distance y, if only x is zero. The general "net" form in Fig.
4a is due to the presence of reverse and parallel mutations,

By

with x being a measure of deviation from tree-likeness.
(Likewise, x and y together measure the deviation from ideal
bundle-likeness.) For partly randomized bundles, x and y are
nonzero and of similar magnitude, with x (by definition) being
the smaller of both parameters.
Why do we call this method statistical geometry? There are

(4) different quartets that can be formed from a set of n
sequences (e.g., 27,405 for n = 30 sequences). Hence, the
averages of x, y, and !14(a + b + c + d) for a set of n
sequences usually are statistically well-defined parameters.
If a tree is constructed by compromises that yield an optimal
fit, and x/y average values of -0.5 or higher are found, one
should be suspicious. Randomization then has proceeded so
far that a tree cannot be discriminated from a bundle. On the
other hand, one can prove mathematically (ref. 14; see also
ref. 15 and references therein) that, if in a set of more than
four sequences all x values are zero while 9 is nonzero, the
total set has an exact tree-like topology. Unfortunately,
statistical geometry based on distance only is not very
sensitive in differentiating topologies, the main shortcoming
being neglect of positional information. As explained above,
such information is available from order relationships in
sequence space.

In sequence space formally the procedure is analogous to
that in distance space: For each quartet of sequences, we
analyze the optimal network connecting the four sequences
in sequence space and try to reconstruct a geometry that is
representative for the whole family of sequences. We begin
with the case of binary (R, Y) sequences (Fig. 4b). There are
eight distinguishable classes of positions in three categories:
0, all four sequences having equal occupation; 1, one se-
quence differing from the three others (a, f3, 'y, 8); and 2, two
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B

FIG. 4. Representative geometries of quartet combinations of sequences in distance space (a), RY sequence space (b), and AUGC sequence
space (c).

Biophysics: Eigen et al.
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eight distinguishable classes of positions in three categories:
0, all four sequences having equal occupation; 1, one se-
quence differing from the three others (a, f3, 'y, 8); and 2, two
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FIG. 4. Representative geometries of quartet combinations of sequences in distance space (a), RY sequence space (b), and AUGC sequence
space (c).
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FIG. 3. The iterative buildup of sequence space, starting with one position. Each additional position requires a doubling of the former diagram
and to connect corresponding points in both diagrams (which represent nearest neighbors). The final hypercube of dimension v contains as
subspaces ( )2,k hypercubes of dimension k.

space concept to evolution requires the introduction of a
value topography. Value landscapes have rugged fractal
structures, causing populations to accumulate on ridges and
peaks in the mountainous regions (12, 13), which is the deeper
reason for the metric nonuniformity commonly found in
comparative sequence analysis.

Statistical Geometry
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AC + BD = a + b + c + d + 2y = M (medium)

AD + BC = a + b + c + d + 2x + 2y = L (large),

as 2x = L - M, 2y = L - S, and a + b + c + d = S + M
- L.
The diagram reduces to an ideal bundle if both x and y are

zero and to a tree-like dendrogram, with finite branching
distance y, if only x is zero. The general "net" form in Fig.
4a is due to the presence of reverse and parallel mutations,
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with x being a measure of deviation from tree-likeness.
(Likewise, x and y together measure the deviation from ideal
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total set has an exact tree-like topology. Unfortunately,
statistical geometry based on distance only is not very
sensitive in differentiating topologies, the main shortcoming
being neglect of positional information. As explained above,
such information is available from order relationships in
sequence space.

In sequence space formally the procedure is analogous to
that in distance space: For each quartet of sequences, we
analyze the optimal network connecting the four sequences
in sequence space and try to reconstruct a geometry that is
representative for the whole family of sequences. We begin
with the case of binary (R, Y) sequences (Fig. 4b). There are
eight distinguishable classes of positions in three categories:
0, all four sequences having equal occupation; 1, one se-
quence differing from the three others (a, f3, 'y, 8); and 2, two
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Introducing Phenotypes 
and hierarchical selection:

deriving the
 Price Equation

Insights from Page, Sigmund & others

Ė[p] = Cov(r, p) + E[ṗ]
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Ė[p] =
!

j

pjgjrj ! r̄p̄ +
!

j

gjrj

!

i

mji(pi ! pj) + E[ṗ]

Cov(r, p) =
!

j

pjgjrj ! r̄p̄

E[r!mp] =
!

j

gjrj

!

i

mji(pi ! pj)

Ė[p] = Cov(r, p) + E[ṗ] + E[r!mp]

The Price Equation

Cov(x, y) = E[(x! µ)(y ! !)] = E[xy]! µ!



Uses of Price Equation

• Fisher’s fundamental theorem

• Kin selection (Hamilton’s rule)

• Group selection

• Evolution of cooperation 



Phenotypic Evolution
Deriving Adaptive Dynamics

dx

dt
=

1
2
µ!2N̄(x)

"f(x!, x)
"x!

!!!!
x!=x



Ė[p] = V ar(p)
!r(a, x)

!a
|a=p

Adaptive Dynamics Equation

Ė[p] = Cov(r, p) + E[ṗ] + E[r!mp]

E[r!mp] = 0

E[ṗ] = 0

Ė[p] = Cov(r, p) = Cov(r(p; g), p)

r(p̄; g) = r(p̄; g) +
!r(a, x)

!a
|a=p(p! p̄)

Ė[p] = Cov[p, r(p̄; g) +
!r(a, x)

!a
|a=p(p! p̄)]

f(x) =
!!

n=0

f (n)(a)
n!

(x! a)nTaylor 
series



Evolutionary Game Theory: 
Adaptive Dynamics for Continuous Traits

dx

dt
=

1
2
µ!2N̄(x)

"f(x!, x)
"x!

!!!!
x!=x

Ė[p] = V ar(p)
!r(a, x)

!a
|a=p



Conclusions
• Simple stoichiometry allows us to derive 

many of the fundamental equations of 
evolutionary dynamics

• These equations tell us how total genomic 
information is constrained by mutation 
rates

• Allow us to study game dynamics in an 
evolutionary and ecological framework

• Through AD Provide the basis for most 
current studies on cooperation, kin & 
group selection, microbial dynamics and 
cultural/language evolution.





Implications (with a 
few extra assumptions)
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Kimura’s 
Neutrality Inequality

Condition for Neutrality

sN < 1

=

N >
1
s
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N <
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Eigen-Kimura
 Information Storage 

Principle

Evolution’s Arrow



Evolutionary Information Storage

Information Conserved

Information Lost

µL < 1 < sN

µL > 1 < sN

µL < 1 > sN

µL > 1 > sN



“Darwinian” Selection 
for Compression

µL < 1 < sN



The Preference for 
Population Multiplicity 
& Individual Minimality 

& Fidelity

sN > µL





So What’s Missing?
Frontiers
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